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BRAZO ®

BRAZO

Castelli for Haworth

Pablo Pardo
BRAZO
BRAZO uses high-powered, high-quality
LEDs for supreme sustainable advantages.
The LED lights are 85% more efficient than
incandescent lights and have a lifespan of
up to 50,000 hours. In addition, BRAZO is
98.5% recyclable.

Precision machined and fully adjustable, the
BRAZO desk lamp’s calibrated light control
and aluminum body add up to brilliantly
functional design. BRAZO complements
any environment while delivering superior
lighting in a sustainable package. This sleek,
energy-efficient LED light source provides
years of service with little maintenance.
BRAZO has received numerous awards
including NeoCon Best of Competition,
Best of NeoCon Gold, and IDEA Gold.
Imported from Asia

Desk Lamp

Floor Lamp

Fixed Mount

BRAZO
Desk lamp

Floor lamp

Grommet Mount /
Fixed Mount

• Brushed aluminum, gloss
white, anodized black,
and anodized bronze

• Brushed aluminum, gloss
white, anodized black,
and anodized bronze

• Brushed aluminum, gloss
white, anodized black,
and anodized bronze

• Height range is 14”– 22”
from desktop

• Height range is 48”– 56”
from floor

• Height range is 13” – 21”
from desktop

• Fixture arm is 26 ½”

• Fixture arm is 26 ½”

• Fixture arm is 26 ½”

Grommet Mount

BRAZO is the first lamp to offer focus
control – allowing the user to dial into any
desired light spread – in addition to full
dim control. This makes BRAZO ideal for
use near a monitor. The arm rotates 360
degrees, pivots upward 90 degrees, and
features an adjustment range of 8 inches
for maximum user comfort and control.
BRAZO’s slender, multi-adjustable arm
casts a linear band of light across a
worksurface. Luminous LEDs are elegantly
concealed by an aluminum body. More
than aesthetics, the glass shade provides
superior clarity and the internal heat
sink eliminates heat output for a truly
functional design.

Pablo Designs

2006
The interpretation of light in its many
forms, refined design solutions, and
a distinctive timeless style; these are
the underlying elements of Pablo’s
design mission.
At the forefront of American lighting
design, Pablo’s designs exemplify an
uncompromising devotion to simplicity
and usefulness, fusing the highest
technical sensibilities with the most
appropriate material pallet to create
unique and precious designs that
transform any environment.
Pablo Designs has gained international
recognition for its innovative lighting
and home furnishings designs, which
are characterized by a unique sense
of style and simplicity.

